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CFPB’s First UDAAP “Abusive” Action Unrevealing 
 

he Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 

took an action against a company in which 

the agency partly relied on the “abusive” prong of 

its UDAAP rule, but in doing so the Bureau shed 

little light on how it intends to enforce the illusive 

standard. The CFPB’s action is of interest also 

because it was brought against a nonbank.  

 
An act or practice is abusive if it:  

 
(1) materially interferes with the ability of a consumer 

to understand a term or condition of a consumer 
financial product or service; or 

 
(2) takes unreasonable advantage of- 
 

(A) a lack of understanding on the part of the 
consumer of the material risks, costs, or 
conditions of the product or service; 
 

(B) the inability of the consumer to protect the 
interests of the consumer in selecting or 
using a consumer financial product or 
service; or 
 

(C) the reasonable reliance by the consumer on 
a covered person to act in the interests of 
the consumer. 12 U.S.C. § 5531(d) 

 

The Complaint 

 

The Bureau filed the complaint on May 30, 2013 

in federal court in the Southern District of Florida 

against American Debt Settlement Solutions Inc. 

(ADSS) and its owner Michael Dipanni. The 

business of ADSS was to reduce or settle its 

customers’ debts with unsecured creditors in 

exchange for an enrollment fee of around 15% of 

the subject debt (typically collected during the 

first three to six months of enrollment) plus 

monthly service fees of $99 for the duration of 

the debt-relief program, which lasted from 24 to 

48 months.  ADSS worked with a payment 

processor to manage a savings account 

(“Dedicated Account”) for each enrolled 

consumer. Consumers were asked to stop paying 

their creditors and to make monthly payments 

into the Dedicated Account instead. Both ADSS’s 

fees and the consumers’ debts (usually in that 

order) were paid through these accounts.  

 

The CFPB made several allegations against 

ADSS in support of its claims. It alleged that 

ADSS provided services to consumers whose 

financial condition make it “highly unlikely” that 

they can complete the programs. ADSS had 

knowledge that it was unlikely to settle its 

customers’ debts within the time promised in the 

program documentation (between three to six 

months). Since it started doing business in late 

2008 ADSS has failed to modify the terms of any 

debt for the vast majority (89%) of its consumers, 

and only rarely has modified the terms of any 

debts within three to six months of enrollment.  

 

ADSS knew that it was nearly impossible to 

affect the terms of debts under $700 but 

nevertheless continued to enroll consumers with 

such debts without disclosing this limitation. 

Often, consumers paid fees to ADSS but closed 

their Dedicated Accounts before their creditors 

received any payments to settle debts. Thus, some 

consumers would spend their last savings paying 

ADSS fees for a service that did not benefit them. 

 

Some of the representations that ADSS made in 

its program documentation were questionable. Its 

form contract promised to “eliminate your 

unsecured debt sooner than you ever thought 
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possible,” and invites consumers to “be off the 

debt treadmill and on the road to recovery.” The 

CFPB found these promises to be deceptive in 

light of ADSS’s actual performance record. 

 

To establish a violation of the “abusive” standard, 

CFPB asserted that ADSS took unreasonable 

advantage of consumers’ lack of understanding of 

how long it would take ADSS to settle their debts 

and how much money they would spend before 

realizing any benefits. Moreover, the CFPB 

claimed that consumers:  

 

“reasonably rely on ADSS to act in their 

interest by enrolling them in a debt-relief 

program that they can be reasonably 

expected to complete, and which will 

therefore result in the negotiation, 

settlement, reduction, or alteration of the 

terms of their debts. Consumers also 

reasonably rely on ADSS to act in their 

interest by settling their debts as soon as 

possible and, in particular, within three to 

six months of enrollment as represented by 

ADSS.” 

 

The Judgment and Order 

 

A little more than a week after filing the 

complaint the parties entered into a “Stipulated 

Final Judgment and Order.” Among the 

conclusions of law were that ADSS’s acts or 

practices violated various provisions of the 

Telemarketing Sales Rule (“TSR” 16 CFR § 310) 

and the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 

2010 (“CFPA” 12 U.S.C. § 5481 et seq.). In 

particular (from the Judgment’s “Conclusions of 

Law”):  

 

 ADSS charged fees for debt-relief services in 

advance of settling consumers’ debts in 

violation of 16 CFR § 310.4(a)(5)(i) of the 

TSR. 

 

 ADSS’s failure to disclose that it is nearly 

impossible for ADSS to modify debts under 

$700 was a deceptive act or practice under 

both Acts.  

 

 ADSS’s representations that it would reduce 

or settle the terms of consumers' debts within 

three to six months when it rarely did so was 

deceptive under both Acts.  

 

 ADSS’s representations that it will likely 

modify the terms of consumers’ debts when it 

was unlikely to do so were deceptive acts or 

practices under the CFPA. 

 

The final conclusion of law was that ADSS's acts 

or practices were abusive because ADSS 

knowingly enrolled consumers whose financial 

conditions made it highly unlikely that they can 

complete the programs. ADSS and Mr. Dipanni 

were permanently restrained from providing debt-

relief services in the future, and were assessed 

$15,000 in civil penalties. They were also ordered 

to pay equitable monetary relief and damages of 

almost $500,000, although the judgment was 

suspended because of the company’s inability to 

pay. 

 

Analysis 

 

Taken together, the Complaint and the Order 

offer only modest guidance about how the 

“abusive” prong of UDAAP is distinguished from 

the deceptive prong. It is not even certain whether 

the more detailed allegations in the Complaint 

directly relate to the single conclusion of law 

finding abuse in the Order.  

 

Assuming that the Complaint and the Order are 

coordinated, the finding of abuse in the Order 

would appear to consist of two separate acts or 

practices: (1) ADSS took unreasonable advantage 

of its customers’ lack of understanding of the 

time and cost of the services when it knowingly 

enrolled consumers whose financial conditions 

made it highly unlikely that they can complete the 

programs; and (2) ADSS took unreasonable 
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advantage of the consumers’ reasonable reliance 

on ADSS to act in their interest. 

 

At first blush it is difficult to tease out the 

difference between ADSS’s deceptive acts or 

practices from those that were deemed abusive. 

An act or practice that is deceptive often involves 

one’s taking advantage of a consumer’s lack of 

understanding. Thus, each of the violations cited 

as deceptive could also be described as abusive: 

for example, ADSS took unreasonable advantage 

of consumers’ lack of understanding of the 

impossibility of settling debts under $700.
1
  

 

A possible distinction is that only the finding of 

abuse entailed the issue of the consumers’ ability 

to pay. ADSS’s act was abusive because it 

enrolled consumers into programs that ADSS 

knew they could not afford. ADSS obtained and 

reviewed its customers’ financial information as 

part of the enrollment process and was in a 

position to know if they could not pay for the 

program. Nevertheless, this violation could just as 

easily be characterized as deceptive (e.g., it is 

deceptive for ADSS not to disclose to consumers 

that they will not be able to shoulder the 

program’s payments). It would appear that the 

CFPB merely shoe-horned this finding into the 

abusive prong without laying a clear foundation 

for it.  

 

The CFPB’s second allegation under the abusive 

prong is more revealing, and perhaps troubling. 

From one perspective the finding that consumers 

reasonably relied on ADSS to act in their interest 

is unsurprising. ADSS’s business is to give relief 

to consumers from their creditors, in other words, 

to fight on their side. ADSS was found to have 

                                                           
1
 At the time that this Bulletin was written, the CFPB 

issue Bulletin 2013-07 on the application of UDAAP 

to collection of consumer debts. It shed little light on 

how the abusive standard is distinct from deceptive or 

unfair, other than to note, “although abusive acts or 

practices may also be unfair or deceptive, each of 

these prohibitions are separate and distinct, and are 

governed by separate legal standards.”    

taken advantage of that. But we do not know if 

that was the CFPB’s reasoning; it did not lay a 

helpful foundation for the finding of abusive acts 

or practices. Was it the nature of the business 

itself or the unfounded promises made in the 

program documentation, or both, that generated 

the requisite consumer reliance? Does ADSS’s 

practice of taking detailed financial information 

from consumers imply a level of involvement in 

the consumers’ affairs to warrant their reliance? 

 

Financial institutions have a keen interest in the 

answers to these questions. It is generally 

accepted that except in limited circumstances the 

relationship between banks and their customers is 

one of contract negotiated at arms’ length. Each is 

entitled to act in its own rather than the other’s 

interest, though laws such as the CFPB’s “ability 

to repay” rule blur the lines. It is not unusual for a 

financial institution to collect financial 

information from their customers in the course of 

offering banking services. Does merely offering a 

product or service after ascertaining a consumer’s 

financial condition or goals warrant reliance? 

Institutions need to know if providing services to 

consumers that ultimately did not benefit them or 

were later determined to be unaffordable 

constitute abusive acts and practices. This 

judgment offers few answers. 

           Leland Chan 
 

Information contained in this CBA Legal Notes is not intended 

to constitute, and should not be received as, legal advice.  

Please consult with your counsel for more detailed information 

applicable to your institution. 
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